UL 330 Classroom – Quick start guide

The controls on the touch panel are,

1. Power button for shutting down the system
2. Toggle the button to hide or show the content on the screen. The screen control can raise or lower the projection screen (separate control buttons on the wall, too)
3. Volume control and mute button
4. Input selection: switch between All-in-one desktop or laptop via HDMI cable
5. Preset buttons on the classroom camera (1—full view, 2—center view and 3— instructor’s desk view)
6. Microphone volume control and mute button (* wireless microphones can be checked out by sending a request to sphtechs@gsu.edu)
UL 325A and UL 325B Classroom – Quick start guide

The controls on the touch panel are,

1. Power button for shutting down the system
2. Toggle the button to hide or show the content on the screen. The screen control can raise or lower the projection screen (separate control buttons on the wall, too)
3. Volume control and mute button
4. Input selection : switch between All-in-one desktop or laptop via HDMI cable